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The Sector



“Technology offers unprecedented opportunities 

for the UK cultural sector. On a daily basis we 

witness technology’s role in engaging new 

audiences, nationally and internationally, through 

digital platforms and distribution channels; in 

driving business models; creating art, cultural 

content and experiences; and increasing access 

to our world-class archives and collections.”



Museums have worked with computers 

for 50 years but we still lack confidence. 

Shift from thinking about ‘technical skills’ 

to ‘digital literacy’. 

Research and 

consultation with UK 

organisations to result in 

a Digital Literacy 

Framework for 

Museums Association 

and a policy pack for 

DCMS.



ACE Digital Culture Network



What’s happening?



Digitisation – why bother?



Headline partnerships

English Heritage and GCI

NHM and Sky VR

Exeter Cathedral and IKEA

Art Institute of Chicago and Airbnb



Crowdsourcing and Open Data

Crowdsourcing for:

Mapping

Transcription

Identification

Contributions

Wikidata for:

Discovering collections

Online community

300 languages

Not a replacement of your CMS

e.g. http://glam-discovery.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/astrolabes/

http://glam-discovery.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/astrolabes/


Thinking 3D



Your visitors



Personalisation



Visuals beat text





Museums for wellbeing



Mobile…
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...but not platform apps

£10K for 1000 downloads – that’s £10 per visitor! 



Digital as norm and third party sites

ALVA benchmarking findings 2018

• Online marketing dominates – 33% of visitors.  

• Social media becoming more important for local / repeat 

visitors.1in 8 tickets sold online

• 44% of pre-visit website visits on mobile

• 38% do or intend to leave feedback on social media

• For those planning things to do on UK holidays and day trips their 

reference tools are Google (61%), TripAdvisor (47%), word of 

mouth (37%), and tourist board websites (33%).



Awareness Arrive Use
Leave / 
Share

Recommendations

• Join Museums Computer Group mailing list

• Check out Let’s Get Real – action research

• Collections Trust – digital benchmarking

• The experience is your product – build a user journey



Design around audiences not the organisation



Thank you

helen.adams@glam.ox.ac.uk


